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Abstract—This paper addresses the energy management of a
grid-connected renewable generation plant coupled with a battery
energy storage device in the capacity firming market, designed
to promote renewable power generation facilities in small non-
interconnected grids. The core contribution is to propose a
probabilistic forecast-driven strategy, modeled as a min-max-
min robust optimization problem with recourse. It is solved
using a Benders-dual cutting plane algorithm and a column
and constraints generation algorithm in a tractable manner. A
dynamic risk-averse parameters selection strategy based on the
quantile forecasts distribution is proposed to improve the results.
A secondary contribution is to use a recently developed deep
learning model known as normalizing flows to generate quantile
forecasts of renewable generation for the robust optimization
problem. This technique provides a general mechanism for
defining expressive probability distributions, only requiring the
specification of a base distribution and a series of bijective trans-
formations. Overall, the robust approach improves the results
over a deterministic approach with nominal point forecasts by
finding a trade-off between conservative and risk-seeking policies.
The case study uses the photovoltaic generation monitored on-site
at the University of Liège (ULiège), Belgium.
Index Terms—Capacity firming, electricity market, robust
optimization, Benders decomposition, renewable generation un-




t Time period index.
T Number of time periods per day.
T Set of time periods, T = {1, 2, . . . , T}.












t ] Net power, kW.
yGt [0, Pc] Renewable generation, kW.
ychat [0, S
c] Charging power, kW.
ydist [0, S
d] Discharging power, kW.
yst [S
min, Smax] BESS state of charge, kWh.
δx−t , δx
+
t R+ Under/overproduction, kW.
ybt {0, 1} BESS binary variable.
zt {0, 1} Uncertainty set binary vari-
able.
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Dual variables, and corresponding constraints










t R− Minimum/maximum storage
capacity.











t R− Initial/final state of charge.
φy
s













t Minimum/maximum engagement, kW.
∆Xt Ramping-up and down limits for the
engagement, kW.
pPc Engagement tolerance, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, kW.
ymt Net measured power, kW.
Y mint , Y
max
t Minimum/maximum net power, kW.
Pc Total installed capacity, kWp.
p̂t, p̂
(q)
t Point/quantile q forecast, kW.
pmint , p
max
t Uncertainty set lower/upper bounds, kW.
Sd, Sc BESS maximum (dis)charging power,
kW.
ηd, ηc BESS (dis)charging efficiency.
Smin, Smax BESS minimum/maximum capacity,
kWh.
Si, Sf BESS initial/final state of charge, kWh.
πt Contracted selling price, e/kWh.
∆t Duration of a time period, minutes.
Γ Uncertainty budget.
β Penalty factor.
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THE capacity firming framework is mainly designed forisolated markets, such as the Overseas France islands. For
instance, the French Energy Regulatory Commission (CRE)
publishes capacity firming tenders and specifications. The
system considered is a grid-connected renewable energy power
plant, e.g., photovoltaic or wind-based, with a battery energy
storage system (BESS) for firming the renewable generation.
At the tendering stage, offers are selected on the electricity
selling price. Then, the successful tenderer builds its plant
and sells the electricity exported to the grid at the contracted
selling price, but according to a well-defined daily engagement
and penalization scheme specified in the tender specifications.
The electricity injected in or withdrawn from the grid must
be nominated the day-ahead, and engagements must satisfy
ramping power constraints. The remuneration is calculated a
posteriori by multiplying the realized exports by the contracted
selling price minus a penalty. The deviations of the realized
exports from the engagements are penalized through a function
specified in the tender. A peak option can be activated in the
contract for a significant selling price increase during a short
period defined a priori. Therefore, the BESS must shift the
renewable generation during peak hours to maximize revenue
and manage renewable energy uncertainty.
The problem of modeling a two-phase engagement/control
with an approach dealing with uncertainty in the context of the
CRE capacity framework is still an open issue. This frame-
work has received less attention in the literature than more
traditional energy markets such as day-ahead and intraday
markets of European countries. There are several approaches
to deal with renewable energy uncertainty. One way is to
consider a two-stage stochastic programming approach [1],
that has already been applied to the capacity firming frame-
work [2]–[5]. The generation uncertainty is captured by a
set of scenarios modeling possible realizations of the power
output. However, this approach has three drawbacks. First, the
problem size and computational requirement increase with the
number of scenarios, and a large number of scenarios are often
required to ensure the good quality of the solution. Second,
the accuracy of the algorithm is sensitive to the scenario
generation technique. Finally, it may be challenging to identify
an accurate probability distribution of the uncertainty. Another
option is to consider robust optimization (RO) [6], [7], applied
to unit commitment by [8], [9], and in the capacity firming
setting [3]. RO accounts for the worst generation trajectory
to hedge the power output uncertainty, where the uncertainty
model is deterministic and set-based. Indeed, the RO approach
puts the random problem parameters in a predetermined uncer-
tainty set containing the worst-case scenario. It has two main
advantages [8]: (1) it only requires moderate information about
the underlying uncertainty, such as the mean and the range of
the uncertain data; (2) it constructs an optimal solution that
immunizes against all realizations of the uncertain data within
a deterministic uncertainty set. Therefore, RO is consistent
with the risk-averse fashion way to operate power systems.
However, the RO version of a tractable optimization problem
may not itself be tractable, and some care must be taken
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Fig. 1: Forecast-driven robust optimization strategy.
Traditionally, a two-stage RO model is implemented for
the unit commitment problem in the presence of uncertainty.
However, it is challenging to compute and often NP-hard.
Two classes of cutting plane strategies have been developed to
overcome the computational burden. The Benders-dual cutting
plane (BD) algorithms are the most used and seek to derive
exact solutions in the line of Benders’ decomposition [10]
method. They decompose the overall problem into a master
problem involving the first-stage commitment decisions at the
outer level and a sub-problem associated with the second-
stage dispatch actions at the inner level. Then, they gradu-
ally construct the value function of the first-stage decisions
using dual solutions of the second-stage decision problems
[8], [9]. In contrast, the column-and-constraint generation
(CCG) procedure, introduced by [11], [12] does not create
constraints using dual solutions of the second-stage decision
problem. Instead, it dynamically generates constraints with
recourse decision variables in the primal space for an identified
scenario. The generated variables and constraints in the CCG
procedure are similar to those in the deterministic equivalent of
a two-stage stochastic programming model. The BD and CCG
algorithms have not been compared in the capacity firming
framework to the best of our knowledge.
This paper proposes a reliable and computationally tractable
probabilistic forecast-driven robust optimization strategy. It
can use either a BD or CGG algorithm in the capacity firming
framework, depicted in Figure 1. Our work goes several steps
further than [3]. The main contributions of this paper are three-
fold:
1) The core contribution is applying the robust optimiza-
tion framework to the capacity firming market in a
tractable manner using a Benders decomposition. The
non-linear robust optimization problem is solved both
using the Benders-dual cutting plane and the column-
and-constraint generation algorithms. To the best of our
knowledge, it is the first time these algorithms are com-
pared in the capacity firming framework. In addition,
the convergence of the BD algorithm is improved with
a warm-start procedure. It consists of building an initial
set of cuts based on renewable generation trajectories
assumed to be close to the worst-case scenario. The
results of both the CCG and BD two-stage RO planners
are compared to the deterministic planner using perfect
knowledge of the future, the nominal point forecasts,
i.e., the baseline to outperform, and the quantiles (a con-
servative approach). The case study is the photovoltaic
(PV) generation monitored on-site at the University of
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Liège (ULiège), Belgium.
2) Second, a dynamic risk-averse parameters selection tak-
ing advantage of the quantile forecast distribution is
investigated and compared to a strategy with fixed risk-
averse parameters.
3) Finally, the normalizing flows (NFs) is implemented.
In recent years, a new class of probabilistic generative
models has gained increasing interest from the deep
learning community. NFs are used to compute day-ahead
quantiles of renewable generation for the robust planner.
Then, an encoder-decoder architecture forecasting model
[13] computes the intraday point forecasts for the con-
troller. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first study
to use NFs in a power system application.
In addition to these contributions, this study also provides
open-access to the Python code1 to help the community to
reproduce the experiments. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section III describes the capacity firming frame-
work. Section IV provides the mathematical formulations of
the robust and deterministic planners. Section V develops the
Benders decomposition algorithm used to solve the robust for-
mulation. The case study and computational results are shown
in Section VI. Section VII concludes our research and draws
some perspectives of future works. Appendix VIII introduces
the forecasting techniques and proposes a quality evaluation.
Appendix IX presents the BD warm-start procedure. Finally,
Appendix X details the column and constraints generation
algorithm implemented.
III. THE CAPACITY FIRMING FRAMEWORK
The capacity firming framework can be decomposed into a
day-ahead engagement process, Section III-A, and a real-time
control process, Section III-B. Each day is discretized in T
periods of duration ∆t. In the sequel, the period duration is
the same for day-ahead engagement and the real-time control,
t is used as a period index, and T is the set of periods in a
day.
A. Day-ahead engagement
Each day, the renewable generation plant operator has to
provide the day-ahead production profile to the grid operator,
based on renewable generation forecasts. More formally, a
planner computes on a day-ahead basis, before a deadline,
a vector of engagements composed of T values {x1, ..., xT }.
The grid operator accepts the engagements if they satisfy the
constraints
|xt − xt−1| ≤ ∆Xt, ∀t ∈ T \ {1} (1a)
−xt ≤ −Xmint , ∀t ∈ T (1b)
xt ≤ Xmaxt , ∀t ∈ T , (1c)
where ∀t ∈ T \{1} is T without the first period, ∆Xt a power
ramping constraint, that is a fraction of the total installed
capacity Pc determined at the tendering stage and imposed
by the grid operator.
1https://github.com/jonathandumas/capacity-firming-ro
B. Real-time control
Then, in real-time, a receding-horizon controller computes
at each period the generation level and the charge or discharge
set-points from t to T , based on forecasts of renewable
generation and the engagements. Only the set-points of the
first period are applied to the system. The remuneration is
calculated ex-post based on the realized power ymt at the
grid coupling point. For a given control period, the net
remuneration rt of the plant is the gross revenue ∆tπtymt
minus a penalty c(xt, ymt ), with πt the contracted selling price
set at the tendering stage
rt = ∆tπty
m
t − c(xt, ymt ), ∀t ∈ T . (2)
The penalty function c depends on the specifications of the
tender. For the sake of simplicity in the rest of the paper, c is
assumed to be symmetric, convex, and piecewise-linear.
IV. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS FORMULATION
A two-stage robust optimization formulation is adopted
to deal with the engagement for the uncertain renewable
generation. The deterministic and robust formulations of the
planner are presented in Sections IV-A and IV-B. The robust
optimization problem with recourse has the general form
of a min-max-min optimization problem. An uncertainty set
defined by quantiles forecasts and a budget of uncertainty Γ
models the renewable generation. Section IV-C uses the dual
of the inner problem to formulate a min-max optimization
problem. Finally, Section IV-D presents the formulation of the
controller.
A. Two-stage deterministic planner formulation









πt∆t[−yt + β(δx−t + δx+t )], (3)
with β a penalty factor. The deterministic formulation is the
















yt : (6)− (10)
}
are the sets of feasible engagements xt and dispatch solu-
tions yt for a fixed engagement xt and renewable generation
point forecast p̂t. The optimization variables of (4) are the
engagement variables xt, the dispatch variables yt (the net
power at the grid connection point), ydist (discharging power),
ychat (charging power), y
s
t (BESS state of charge), y
b
t (BESS
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(threshold-linear penalty variables) (cf. Section I). From (1),
the engagement constraints are2
xt − xt−1 ≤ ∆Xt, ∀t ∈ T \ {1} (5a)
xt−1 − xt ≤ ∆Xt, ∀t ∈ T \ {1} (5b)
−xt ≤ −Xmint , ∀t ∈ T (5c)
xt ≤ Xmaxt , ∀t ∈ T . (5d)
The set of constraints that bound ychat , y
dis
t , and y
s
t variables
are ∀t ∈ T
ychat ≤ ybtSc [φchat ] (6a)
ydist ≤ (1− ybt )Sd [φdist ] (6b)
−yst ≤ −Smin [φS
min
t ] (6c)
yst ≤ Smax, [φS
max
t ] (6d)
where ybt are binary variables that prevent the simultaneous
charge and discharge of the BESS. The power balance equation
and the constraints on the net power at the grid connection
point are ∀t ∈ T




= 0 [φyt ] (7a)
−yt ≤ −Y mint [φY
min
t ] (7b)
yt ≤ Y maxt . [φY
max
t ] (7c)
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with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Finally, the renewable generation is bounded
by the point forecast p̂t ∀t ∈ T
yGt ≤ p̂t. [φ
yG
t ] (10)
B. Two-stage robust planner formulation
The uncertain renewable generation p̂t of (10) is assumed to
be within an interval [pmint , p
max
t ] that can be obtained based
on the historical data or an interval forecast composed of quan-
tiles. In the capacity firming framework, where curtailment is
allowed, the uncertainty interval consists only in downward
deviations [pmint , p̂
(0.5)
t ], with p̂
(0.5)
t the 50 % quantile.
2The ramping constraint on x1 is deactivated to decouple consecutive days
of simulation. In reality, the updated value of the last engagement of the
previous day would be taken to satisfy the constraint.
3The parameters Sf and Si are introduced to decouple consecutive days
of simulation. In reality, Si would be the updated value of the last measured
state of charge of the previous day.
Demonstration 1: Consider P1 = [pmint , p̂
(0.5)







t ∈ P1, and p̂2t ∈ P2. It is obvious that p̂1t ≤ p̂2t
∀t ∈ T . Then, consider y1t ∈ Ω1 = Ω(xt, p̂1t ∈ P1) and
y2t ∈ Ω2 = Ω(xt, p̂2t ∈ P2). The only difference between Ω1
and Ω2 is (10) where y
G,1
t ≤ p̂1t and y
G,2
t ≤ p̂2t . However,
as p̂1t ≤ p̂2t , it is straightforward that y
G,1
t ≤ p̂2t . Therefore,
y1t ∈ Ω2 ∀t ∈ T , and Ω1 ⊆ Ω2. Thus, minyt∈Ω2 J(xt, yt) =
J?2 ≤ minyt∈Ω1 J(xt, yt) = J?1 , and max(J?2 , J?1 ) = J?1 . It
means the worst case is in Ω1 that corresponds to P1.
In addition, the worst generation trajectories, in robust unit
commitment problems, are achieved when the uncertain re-
newable generation p̂t reaches the lower or upper bounds of the
uncertainty set (Proposition 2 of [11]). Thus, the uncertainty
set at t is composed of two values and p̂t ∈ {pmint ; p̂
(0.5)
t }.
Following [8], [9], to adjust the degree of conservatism, a
budget of uncertainty Γ taking integer values between 0 and
95 is employed to restrict the number of periods that allow p̂t
to be far away from its nominal value, i.e., deviations are very
large. Therefore, the uncertainty set of renewable generation
P is defined as follows
P =
{
pt ∈ RT :
∑
t∈T




∀t ∈ T ,
pt = p̂
(0.5)
t − ztpmint ∀t ∈ T
}
, (11)




t , with 0 ≤ q ≤ 0.5. When Γ = 0,
the uncertainty set P = {p̂(0.5)t } is a singleton, corresponding
to the nominal deterministic case. As Γ increases the size
of P enlarges. This means that a larger total deviation from
the expected renewable generation is considered, so that the
resulting robust solutions are more conservative and the system
is protected against a higher degree of uncertainty. When
Γ = T , P spans the entire hypercube defined by the intervals
for each pt. With this uncertainty set description, the proposed
two-stage robust formulation of the capacity firming problem
































determines the economic dispatch cost for a fixed engagement
and a renewable generation trajectory, which is then maxi-
mized over the uncertainty set P .
C. Second-stage planner transformation
The proposed formulation (13) consists of solving a min-
max-min problem, which cannot be solved directly by a
commercial software such as CPLEX or GUROBI. A scenario-
based approach, e.g., enumerating all possible outcomes of p̂t
that could lead to the worst-case scenario for the problem,
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results in at least 2Γ possible trajectories4. Thus, to deal with
the huge size of the problem a Benders type decomposition
algorithm is implemented.
Constraints (6a)-(6b) make the dispatch problem a MILP,
for which a dual formulation cannot be derived. In view of
this, following [9], the constraints (6a)-(6b) are relaxed (the
convergence of the relaxed dispatch problem is discussed in
Section V-A). Then, by applying standard tools of duality
theory in linear programming, the constraints and the objective
function of the dual of the dispatch problem are derived.
The dual of the feasible set Ω(xt, p̂t), with (6a)-(6b) relaxed,
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− φδx
−
t ≤ βπt∆t, ∀t ∈ T [δx−t ] (16b)
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T ≤ 0 [y
s
T ] (16j)
− φyt + φ
yG
t ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ T , [yGt ]. (16k)
































possible trajectories where n is within the












by using the binomial formula.
that can be solved using a Benders decomposition technique
such as BD or CCG, between a master problem, that is linear,
and a sub-problem, that is bilinear, since G has the terms
φy
G








t . It is possible to linearize the
products of the binary and continuous variables ztφ
yG
t of G by
using a standard integer algebra trick [14] with the following
constraints ∀t ∈ T
−M−t zt ≤ αt ≤M+t zt (19a)
−M−t (1− zt) ≤ φ
yG
t − αt ≤M+t (1− zt), (19b)
where M±t are the big-M’s values of φ
yG
t and αt is an auxiliary
continuous variable. The definition of the uncertainty set (11)
with binary variables, based on the Proposition 2 of [11], is
essential to linearize G.
D. Controller formulation
The controller uses as parameters the engagements xt,
the system last measured values, and renewable generation
intraday point forecasts. It computes at each period t the set-
points from t to the last period T of the day. The formulation









Following the methodology described by [8], [9], a two-
level algorithm can be used to solve the two-stage RO problem
with a Benders-dual cutting plane algorithm. The following
master problem (MP) is solved iteratively by adding new













≤ 0, k = 1 . . .K, (21c)
where constraints (21b) represent the optimality cuts, gener-
ated by retrieving the optimal values αt,l, φt,l of (17), while
constraints (21c) represent the feasibility cuts, generated by
retrieving the extreme rays α̃t,k, φ̃t,k of (17), and θ is the
optimal value of the second-stage problem. Section VI also
reports results for the CCG algorithm. However, for the sake
of the paper’s clarity, the CCG implementation is detailed in
Appendix X.
A. Algorithm convergence
First5, we make the relatively complete recourse assumption
that the SP is feasible for any engagement plan xt and gen-
eration trajectory p̂t. This assumption is valid in the capacity
firming framework where curtailment is allowed. If the system
faces underproduction where xt is large, the generation is 0,
and the BESS discharged, penalties are applied. If it encoun-
ters overproduction where xt is close to 0, the generation is
large, and the BESS is charged, the excess of generation is
curtailed. In both cases, there is always a feasible dispatch.
5The comments of this subsection apply to the BD and CCG algorithms.
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Notice, when the relatively complete recourse assumption does
not hold, [15] propose an extension of the CCG algorithm.
Second, the convergence of the relaxed SP is checked
at each iteration of the algorithm by ensuring there is no
simultaneous charge and discharge. However, such a situation
should not occur because, in case of overproduction, the excess
of generation can be curtailed. Simultaneous charging and
discharging could indeed be an equivalent solution to dissipate
the excess energy. That solution can be avoided in practice by
adding a small penalty for using the storage system. However,
we never observed simultaneous charge and discharge over the
hundreds of simulations carried out. Thus, it is not required
to implement an extension of the BD or CCG algorithm that
handles a linear two-stage robust optimization model with a
mixed-integer recourse problem such as proposed by [16].
Finally, the overall convergence of the algorithm toward
the optimal solution is checked. Indeed, depending on the
big-M’s values, the algorithm may converge by reducing the
gap between the MP and SP. However, it does not ensure
an optimal solution. Therefore, once the convergence between
the MP and SP is reached at iteration j = J , the objective
of the MP at J is compared to the objective of the MILP
formulation (4) using the worst-case generation trajectory p̂?,Jt
as parameters. If the absolute gap |MILP J−MP J | is higher
than a convergence threshold ε, the convergence is not reached.
Then, larger big-M’s values are set, and the algorithm is
restarted until convergence or a stopping criterion is reached.
B. Benders-dual cutting plane algorithm
Figure 2 depicts the Benders-dual cutting plane algorithm
implemented. The initialization step consists of setting the
initial big-M’s values M−t = 1 and M
+
t = 0 ∀t ∈ T , the
time limit resolution of the sub-problem (17) to 10 s, and
the threshold convergence ε to 0.5 e. Let MP j , SP j , be
the MP and SP objective values at iteration j, the lower and
upper bounds, respectively, and MILP J the MILP objective
value using the worst renewable generation trajectory p̂?,Jt at
iteration J . Note: the big-M’s values cannot exceed 500 to
maintain the computation time to a few minutes. The BD
algorithm has never reached this limit for all the simulations,
which is not the case with the CCG as depicted in Table I and
explained in Section VI-D.
VI. CASE STUDY
The BD and CCG algorithms are compared on the ULiège
case study. It comprises a PV generation plant with an installed
capacity Pc = 466.4 kWp. The PV generation is monitored
on a minute basis, and the data are resampled to 15 minutes.
The dataset contains 350 days from August 2019 to November
2020, missing data during March 2020. The NFs approach is
compared to a widely used neural architecture, referred to as
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). In total, eight versions
of the planner are considered. Four RO versions: BD-LSTM,
BD-NF, CCG-LSTM, and CCG-LSTM. Four deterministic
versions: the oracle that uses perfect knowledge of the future,
a benchmark that uses PV nominal point forecasts, and two
versions using NFs and LSTM PV quantiles. The set of PV
Initialization.
Warm-start: build the initial set of cuts {θi}1≤i≤I .
while |MILP J −MP J2 | > ε and M−t < 500 do
Initialize j = 0, solve the MP (21) and retrieve xt,0.
while the 10 last |MP j − SP j | are not < ε do
Solve the SP (17) with xt,j as parameters:
if the SP is unbounded then
Retrieve the extreme rays α̃t,k, φ̃t,k, 0 ≤ k ≤ j.
Add the k-th feasibility cut: G
(




Retrieve the optimal values αt,l, φt,l, 0 ≤ l ≤ j.
Add the l-th optimality cut: θ ≥ G
(
xt,j , αt,l, φt,l
)
.
Update the upper bound SP j = R(xt,j).
SP check: no simultaneous charge and discharge.
end if
Solve the MP (21): get the optimal values θj , xt,j .
Update the lower bound MP j = θj and j = j + 1.
end while
j = J : convergence between the SP and MP is reached.
Check convergence with MILP: get p̂?,Jt from SP
J and
compute MILP J (4).
if |MILP J −MP J | > ε then
if M−t ≤ 50 then
Update big-M’s values M−t = 10 +M
−
t ∀t ∈ T .
else
Update big-M’s values M−t = 100 +M
−
t ∀t ∈ T .
end if
Reset j to 0 and restart algorithm with a new MP .
end if
end while
Retrieve the final xt,J engagement.
Fig. 2: Benders-dual cutting plane algorithm.
quantiles is Q = {q = 10%, . . . , 50%}. The controller uses
PV intraday point forecasts and the day-ahead engagements
computed by the planners to compute the set-points and the
profits. They are normalized by the profit obtained with the
oracle planner and expressed in %.
Section VI-A presents the numerical settings. Section VI-B
provides the results of the sensitivity analysis for several risk-
averse pairs [pmint = p̂
(q),Γ], with q = 10, . . . , 40%, and Γ =
12, 24, 36, 48. Section VI-C investigates the dynamic risk-
averse parameter selection. Finally, Section VI-D compares
the BD and CCG algorithms.
A. Numerical settings
The testing set is composed of thirty days randomly selected
from the dataset. The simulation parameters of the planners
and the controller are identical. The planning and controlling
periods duration are ∆t = 15 minutes. The peak hours
are set between 7 pm and 9 pm (UTC+0). The ramping
power constraint on the engagements are ∆Xt = 7.5%Pc
(15%Pc) during off-peak (peak) hours. The lower bounds
on the engagement Xmint and the net power Y
min
t are set
to 0 kW. The upper bound on the engagement Xmaxt and
the net power Y maxt are set to Pc. Finally, the engagement
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tolerance is pPc = 1%Pc, and the penalty factor β = 5. The
BESS minimum Smin and maximum capacity are 0 kWh and
466.4 kWh, respectively. It is assumed to be capable of fully
charging or discharging in one hour Sd = Sc = Smax/1 with
charging and discharging efficiencies ηd = ηc = 95 %. Each
simulation day is independent with a fully discharged battery
at the first and last period Si = Sf = 0 kWh. The Python
Gurobi library is used to implement the algorithms in Python
3.7, and Gurobi6 9.0.2 to solve all the optimization problems.
Numerical experiments are performed on an Intel Core i7-
8700 3.20 GHz based computer with 12 threads and 32 GB
of RAM running on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS.
Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the LSTM and NFs PV quan-
tile forecasts, observation, and nominal point forecasts on
September 14, 2019. Figures 3c and 3d provide the engage-
ment plan (x) and the BESS state of charge (s) computed with
the BD-RO planner, the deterministic planner with the nominal
point forecasts, and the perfect knowledge of the future.









(a) LSTM PV quantile forecasts.









(b) NFs PV quantile forecasts.




















(d) BESS state of charge.
Fig. 3: Illustration of the results on September 14, 2019.
B. Constant risk-averse parameters strategy
The risk-averse parameters of the RO approach [p̂(q),Γ] are
constant over the dataset. One way to identify the optimal pair
is to perform a sensitivity analysis [17]. Figure 4 provides the
normalized profits of the BD-RO, CCG-RO and deterministic
planners using PV quantiles, left with LSTM and right with
NFs, and nominal point forecasts. The RO and deterministic
planners outperform by a large margin the baseline. The latter,
the deterministic planner with nominal point forecasts, cannot
deal with PV uncertainty and achieved only 53.3 %. Then,
the planners using NFs quantiles significantly outperform the
planners with LSTM quantiles. Overall, the CCG algorithm
achieved better results for almost all pairs of risk-averse
parameters. The highest profits achieved by the CCG-NF,
6https://www.gurobi.com/
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Fig. 4: Results with constant risk-averse parameters. Normal-
ized profit (%) of the BD and CCG RO planners ([Γ, q]),
deterministic ([/, q]) planner, and the reference that is the
deterministic planner with point-forecasts (Nominal). Left
part: LSTM quantiles, right part: NF quantiles.
BD-NF and NF-deterministic planners are 73.8 %, 72.6 %
and 74.1 %, respectively, with the risk-averse parameters
[q = 20%,Γ = 24], [q = 20%,Γ = 48], and the quantile 30
%. It should be possible to improve the RO results by tuning
the risk-averse parameters [p̂(q),Γ]. However, these results
emphasize the interest in considering a deterministic planner
with the relevant PV quantile as point forecasts that are easy
to implement, fast to compute (a few seconds), and less prone
to convergence issues than the two-stage RO approach.
C. Dynamic risk-averse parameters strategy
In this section, the risk-averse parameters [pmint ,Γ] of the
RO approach are dynamically set based on the day-ahead
quantile forecasts distribution, and pmint is not necessarily
equal to the same quantile p̂(q) ∀t ∈ T . The motivation of
this strategy is to assume that the sharper the quantile forecast
distribution around the median is, the more risk-averse the RO
approach should be.
Two parameters are designed to this end: (1) the PV
uncertainty set max depth dq to control pmint ; (2) the budget
depth dΓ to control Γ. dq is a percentage of the distance
between the median and the 10 % quantile d50−10, and dΓ is
a percentage of the total installed capacity Pc. Then, two rules
are designed to dynamically set the risk-averse parameters
[pmint ,Γ] for each day of the dataset. For a given day, and
the set of time periods where the PV median is non null, the
distances between the PV median and the PV quantiles 20,
30, and 40 % are computed: d50−20, d50−30, d50−40. pmint is
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 8
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Fig. 5: Results with dynamic risk-averse parameters. Normal-
ized profit (%) of the BD and CCG RO planners ([dΓ, dq]),
and deterministic ([/, dq]) planner. Left part: LSTM quantiles,
right part: NF quantiles.




























For a given day, the budget of uncertainty Γ is dynamically
set based on the following rule
Γ = #{t : d50−10t > dΓPc}. (23)
Figure 5 provides the normalized profits of the CCG-RO,
BD-RO, and deterministic planners for several pairs [dΓ, dq]
using both the LSTM and NF quantiles. The planners achieved
better results when using the NF quantiles. Overall, the results
are improved compared to fixed risk-averse parameters for all
the planners. The highest profits achieved by the CCG-NF,
BD-NF and NF-deterministic planners are 75.0 %, 72.6 %
and 75.0 %, respectively, with [dΓ, dq] = [10, 30], [dΓ, dq] =
[10, 5], and dq = 50%.
D. BD and CCG comparison
Table I provides a comparison of the BD and CCG al-
gorithms when using NF quantiles for both the static and
dynamic robust optimization strategies. Overall, the CCG
algorithm converges in 5-10 iterations instead of 50-100 for
BD. Therefore, the CCG computes the day-ahead planning
in approximately 10 seconds, ten times faster than BD. This
observation is consistent with [12] that demonstrated the CCG
algorithm converges faster than BD. Let n be the number of
Algorithm RO-type t 1% Jmax
BD-NF static 85.2 (151.9) 0.0 72.6
CCG-NF static 7.5 (6.0) 1.9 73.8
BD-NF dynamic 102.3 (107.3) 0.0 72.6
CCG-NF dynamic 9.2 (5.5) 4.2 75.0
TABLE I: BD vs CCG statistics.
t (s) is the averaged computation time per day with the stan-
dard deviation in the bracket. 1% (%) is the % of instances that
did not terminate with optimality. t and 1% are computed over
all days of the testing set and for all pair of constant (dynamic)
risk-averse parameters [pmint ,Γ] ([dΓ, dq]). J
max (%) is the
best-normalized profit achieved using the NF quantiles over
all risk-averse parameters.
extreme points of the uncertainty set P and m of the space
Φ defined by constraint (16). The BD algorithm computes an
optimal solution in O(nm) iterations, and the CCG procedure
in O(n) iterations [12]. Note: the BD algorithm is still
competitive in an operational framework as it takes on average
1-2 minutes to compute the day-ahead planning. However,
we observed that the CCG does not always converge to an
optimal solution (see Section V-A), which never happened
with the BD algorithm. Fortunately, these cases amount to only
a few % of the total instances. Overall, the CCG algorithm
achieved better results than the BD for almost all the risk-
averse parameters. Finally, in our opinion, both algorithms
require the same amount of knowledge to be implemented.
Indeed, the only difference is the MP as the SP are solved
identically.
VII. CONCLUSION
The core contribution of this study is to address the two-
phase engagement/control problem in the context of capacity
firming. A secondary contribution is to use a recent deep
learning technique, Normalizing Flows, to compute PV quan-
tiles. It is compared to a typical neural architecture, referred
to as Long Short-Term Memory. We developed an integrated
forecast-driven strategy modeled as a min-max-min robust
optimization problem with recourse that is solved using a
Benders decomposition procedure. Two main cutting plane
algorithms used to address the two-stage RO unit commitment
problems are compared: the Benders-dual cutting plane and
the column-and-constraint generation algorithms. The con-
vergence is checked by ensuring a gap below a threshold
between the final objective and the corresponding deterministic
objective value. A risk-averse parameter assessment selects
the optimal robust parameters and the optimal conservative
quantile for the deterministic planner. Both the NF-based and
LSTM-based planners outperformed the deterministic planner
with nominal point PV forecasts. The NF model outperforms
the LSTM in forecast value as the planner using the NF
quantiles achieved higher profit than the planner with LSTM
quantiles. Finally, a dynamic risk-averse parameter selection
strategy is built by taking advantage of the PV quantile forecast
distribution and provides further improvements. The CCG
procedure converges ten times faster than the BD algorithm in
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this case study and achieves better results. However, it does
not always converge to an optimal solution.
Overall, the RO approach for both the BD and CCG
algorithms allows finding a trade-off between conservative
and risk-seeking policies by selecting the optimal robust op-
timization parameters, leading to improved economic benefits
compared to the baseline. Therefore, offering a probabilistic
guarantee for the robust solution. However, the deterministic
planner with the relevant PV quantile achieved interesting
results. It emphasizes the interest to consider a well-calibrated
deterministic approach. Indeed, it is easy to implement, com-
putationally tractable for large-scale problems, and less prone
to convergence issues. Note: this approach can be used in any
other case study. It only requires a few months of data, renew-
able generation, and weather forecasts to train the forecasting
models to compute reliable forecasts for the planner.
Several extensions are under investigation: (1) a stochas-
tic formulation of the planner with improved PV scenarios
based on Gaussian copula methodology or generated by a
state-of-the-art deep learning technique such as Normalizing
Flows, Generative Adversarial Networks or Variational Au-
toEncoders; (2) an improved dynamic risk-averse parameter
selection strategy based on a machine learning tool capable of
better-taking advantage of the PV quantiles distribution.
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VIII. APPENDIX: FORECASTING TECHNIQUES
The processes described in Section III require day-ahead
and intraday top-quality forecasts. The more accurate the
forecasts, the better the planning and the control. The robust
optimization-based approach needs quantile forecasts to define
the uncertainty interval. To this end, the Normalizing Flows




Fig. 6: A three-step NF.
technique is used to compute quantile day-ahead forecasts
compared to a common alternative technique using a Long
Short-Term Memory neural network. The controller requires
intraday point forecasts that are computed by an encoder-
decoder architecture. Appendices VIII-A and VIII-B introduce
the NF and LSTM techniques implemented. Appendix VIII-D
proposes a quality evaluation of the NF and LSTM PV
quantiles.
A. Normalizing Flows
We investigate the use of Normalizing Flows [18] that
are a promising method for modeling stochastic generative
processes. NFs define a new class of probabilistic generative
models. It has gained increasing interest from the deep learning
community. They have proven to be an effective way to
model complex data distributions with neural networks in
many domains such as image, video, and audio generation
[19], speech synthesis [20], or fundamental physics [21].
In this Appendix, let x be the random variable of interest,
i.e., the PV generation. Normalizing Flows, such as depicted
in Figure 6, are defined as a sequence of invertible transfor-
mations fk : RT → RT , k = 1, . . . ,K, composed together to
create an expressive invertible mapping fψ := f1 ◦ . . . ◦ fK :
RT → RT . This composed function can be used to perform
density estimation, using fψ to map a sample x ∈ RT onto
a latent vector z ∈ RT equipped with a known and tractable
probability density function pz , e.g., a Normal distribution.
The transformation fψ implicitly defines a density pψ(x) that
is given by the change of variables
pψ(x) = pz(fψ(x))|det Jfψ (x)|, (24)
where Jfψ is the Jacobian of fψ regarding x. The model is




the model’s parameters ψ given the dataset D. The motivations
to use NFs over more traditional deep learning approaches are
three-fold:
1) Evaluating NFs in power system applications in terms
of forecast value, and more particularly in the capacity
firming framework. To the best of our knowledge, only
[22] used NFs to generate daily load profiles. However,
the model did not consider the weather forecasts, and
the assessment is only performed on the forecast quality.
In contrast, we implement a conditional NF to compute
improved weather-based PV forecasts.
2) NFs can challenge state-of-the-art deep learning tech-
niques in terms of quality, as demonstrated by [22]. Our
study demonstrates that they are also more accurate in
forecast value and can be used effectively by non-expert
deep learning practitioners.
3) NFs can directly be trained by maximum likelihood
estimation. Therefore, in contrast to other deep learning
generative models, e.g., Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) or Variational AutoEncoders (VAEs),
NFs provide access to the exact likelihood of the model’s
parameters.
There are many possible implementations of NFs, see [19]
for a comprehensive review. In this paper, the class of Affine
Autoregressive flows is implemented7. A five-step Affine Au-
toregressive flow is trained by maximum likelihood estimation
with 500 epochs and a learning rate set to 10−4.
B. Long Short Term Memory
The NF probabilistic day-ahead forecasts are compared to
one of the most famous deep learning techniques adopted in
energy forecasting applications: a Long Short-Term Memory
neural network. More particularly the neural network imple-
mented is composed of a LSTM cell and feed-forward layers,
and is referred to as LSTM in the rest of the paper. The number
of LSTM units is ninput+(noutput−ninput)/3, and the number of
neurons of the feed-forward layer ninput+2×(noutput−ninput)/3,
with ninput and noutput the number of neurons of the input and
output layers, respectively. The activation functions are the
ReLU, the learning rate is set to 10−3, the number of epoch
to 500 with a batch size of 64. The model is trained by quantile
regression that consists of minimizing the quantile loss over
the dataset.
C. Encoder-Decoder
The intraday point forecasts are computed by an innovative
architecture, referred to as encoder-decoder [13]. It comprises
two different networks and has recently shown promising
results for translation tasks, speech recognition applications,
and imbalance price forecasting. The encoder-decoder pro-
cesses features from the past, such as past PV observations,
to extract the relevant historical information contained into a
reduced vector of fixed dimensions, based on the last hidden
state. Then, the decoder processes this representation along
with the known future information such as weather forecasts.
This architecture is implemented with a LSTM as the encoder
and a multilayer perceptron as the decoder. The encoder has
2×ninput units with ninput the number of neurons of the encoder
input layer, features from the past. Then, the encoder output
is merged with the weather forecasts becoming the decoder
input layer that has noutput/2 neurons. The activation functions
are the ReLU. The learning rate is 10−3, and the number of
epoch to 500 with a batch size of 64. The model is trained by
minimizing the mean squared error over the dataset.
D. Quantile forecasts quality evaluation
The quantile score, reliability diagram, and continuous
ranked probabilistic score are used to assess the quantile
7https://github.com/AWehenkel/Normalizing-Flows [23]
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forecast quality of both the NF and LSTM models. Forecast
quality corresponds to the ability of the forecasts to genuinely
inform of future events by mimicking the characteristics of the
processes involved. Forecast value relates, instead, to the ben-
efits from using forecasts in a decision-making process, such
as participation in the electricity market. In this Appendix, we
focus only on the forecast quality evaluation.
Both NF and LSTM models use the weather forecasts
of the MAR (Regional Atmosphere Model) regional climate
model provided by the Laboratory of Climatology of the Liège
University [24]. The NF model generates day-ahead scenarios,
and the quantiles are derived. The LSTM model computes the
quantiles directly as it is trained by minimizing the quantile
loss. The set of PV quantiles considered for the assessment is
Q = {q = 10%, . . . , 90%}.
The continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) [25] pe-
nalizes the lack of resolution of the predictive distributions
as well as biased forecasts. It is negatively oriented, i.e., the
lower, the better, and for point forecasts, it turns out to be the
mean absolute error. Let p̂qt+k|t be the PV quantile forecast q
generated at time t for lead time t + k. The energy form of
the CRPS for lead time k is estimated following [26] over the




















The quantile score (QS) is complementary to the CRPS as
it permits obtaining detailed information about the forecast
quality at specific probability levels, i.e., over-forecasting or
under-forecasting, and particularly those related to the tails of
the predictive distribution [27]. It is negatively oriented and
assigns asymmetric weights to negative and positive errors for
each quantile. The quantile score for quantile q is estimated














ρq(p̂, p) := max
{
(1− q)(p̂− p), q(p− p̂)
}
. (26b)
Finally, the reliability diagram is a visual verification used
to evaluate the reliability of the quantiles derived from the
scenarios. Quantile forecasts are reliable if their nominal
proportions are equal to the proportions of the observed value.
Figure 7 provides the results for these quality metrics com-
puted over the entire dataset normalized by the total installed
capacity. The NF model outperforms the LSTM model with
average values of 1.49 % and 2.80 % vs. 1.69 % and 3.15 %
for the QS and CRPS, respectively. The NF quantiles are also
more reliable, as indicated by the reliability diagram. These
results motivate the use of the NFs as they outperform common
deep learning approaches such as LSTM models. However, the
core focus of this paper is robust optimization in the capacity


































Fig. 7: Quantile forecast quality evaluation.
framework. Therefore, an extensive NF assessment in forecast
quality and value compared with state-of-the-art deep learning
models is out of the scope and will be proposed in another
study.
IX. APPENDIX: BENDERS DUAL CUTTING PLANE
WARM-START PROCEDURE
Section IX-A presents the BD warm-start procedure im-
plemented and Section IX-B the improvement in terms of
computation time provided by the initial set of cuts.
A. BD warm-start procedure
A four-dimension taxonomy of algorithmic enhancements
and acceleration strategies is proposed by [28]: solution
generation, solution procedure, decomposition strategy, cut
generation. The solution generation is the method used to set
trial values for the SP. The quality of these solutions impacts
the number of iterations, as the SP uses them to generate
cuts and bounds. The standard strategy is to solve the MP
without modification. However, heuristics can be used as a
warm-start strategy to generate an initial set of tight cuts to
strengthen the MP. A simple heuristic is proposed by [29]
to generate feasible solutions and a set of good initial cuts.
Computational evidence demonstrated the efficiency of this
approach in terms of solution quality and time. Therefore,
we designed the following warm-start method to improve
the Benders convergence by building an initial set of cuts
{θi}1≤i≤I for the master problem (21). It consists of sampling
renewable generation trajectories that are assumed to be close
to the worst trajectory of P . Let t1 and tf be the time periods
corresponding to the first and last non null 50 % quantile
values. If m = tf − (t1 + Γ − 1) > 0, m trajectories are
sampled. The mth sampled trajectory is built by setting the
Γ values of the 50 % quantile to the pmint lower bound for
time periods t1 + (m − 1) ≤ t ≤ t1 + Γ − 1 + (m − 1). An
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Fig. 8: BD convergence without (left) and with (right) warm-
start on September 14, 2019.
Warm-start tav t50% tmin tmax ttot
False 3.5 2.0 < 0.1 34.1 105.4
True 2.0 0.7 < 0.1 30.4 61.3
TABLE II: Computation times (min) statistics.
additional trajectory is built by setting the Γ maximum values
of the 50 % quantile to pmint lower bound. Then, for each
sampled trajectory pt,i, the MILP formulation (4) is used to
compute the related engagement plan xt,i. Finally, the cut θi is
built by solving (17) where the uncertainty set is a singleton
P = {pt,i}, and the engagement plan is xt,i to retrieve the




, i = 1 . . . I .
B. BD convergence warm-start improvement
Overall, the warm-start procedure of the BD algorithm
improves the convergence by reducing the number of iterations
and allows to reach more frequently optimal solutions. In
addition, it reduces the number of times the big-M’s values
need to be increased before reaching the final convergence
criterion with the MILP. It is illustrated by considering the dy-
namic risk-averse parameters strategy with [dΓ, dq] = [10, 10].
Figure 8 depicts the reduction of the total number of iterations
J required to converge below the threshold ε, on a specific
day of the dataset. It is divided by 3.6 from 159 to 44. The
computation time is divided by 4.1 from 7.4 min to 1.8 min.
Table II provides the computation times (min) statistics over
the entire dataset with and without warm-start. The averaged
tav and total ttot computation times are drastically reduced
when using the warm-start.
X. APPENDIX: COLUMN AND CONSTRAINTS GENERATION
ALGORITHM
We implemented the column and constraints generation pro-
cedure proposed by [11], [12]. The following master problem
(MP2) is solved at iteration j
min








, s = 0 . . . j (27b)
yst ∈ Ω(xt, p̂
?,s
t ), s = 0 . . . j, (27c)
Initialization.
while |MILP J −MP J2 | > ε and M−t < 500 do
Initialize j = 0, solve the MP2 (27) and retrieve xt,0.
while the two last |MP j2 −SP j | are not < ε and j < 50
do
Solve the SP (17) with xt,j as parameters:
Create variables yjt in MP2.
Retrieve p̂?,jt from the SP, and add the feasibility cut
to the MP2: y
j
t ∈ Ω(xt, p̂
?,j
t ).
if the SP is bounded then







Update the upper bound: SP j = R(xt,j).
SP check: no simultaneous charge and discharge.
end if
Solve the MP2 (27): get the optimal values θj , xt,j .
Update the lower bound: MP j2 = θj and j = j + 1.
end while
j = J : convergence between the SP and MP is reached.
Check convergence with MILP: get p̂?,Jt from SP
J and
compute MILP J (4).
if |MILP J −MP J2 | > ε then
if M−t ≤ 50 then
Update big-M’s values M−t = 10 +M
−
t ∀t ∈ T .
else
Update big-M’s values M−t = 100 +M
−
t ∀t ∈ T .
end if
Reset j to 0 and restart algorithm with a new MP2.
end if
end while
Retrieve the final xt,J engagement.
Fig. 9: Column and constraints generation algorithm.
where constraints (27b) and (27c) serve as optimality and fea-
sibility, respectively. {yst }0≤s≤j are the new variables added to
the MP2, and p̂
?,s
t represent the worst PV trajectory computed
by the SP at iteration 0 ≤ s ≤ j. Note: in our CCG
implementation, we solve the SP with the same approach
as the SP of the BD algorithm. Figure 9 depicts the CCG
algorithm implemented that is similar to the BD procedure.
The initialization step consists of setting the initial big-M’s
values M−t = 1 and M
+
t = 0 ∀t ∈ T , the time limit resolution
of the sub-problem (17) to 10 s, and the threshold convergence
ε to 0.5 e. Let MP j2 , SP
j , be the MP2 and SP objective values
at iteration j, the lower and upper bounds, respectively, and
MILP J the MILP objective value using the worst renewable
generation trajectory p̂?,Jt at the last CCG algorithm iteration
J . Note: there is a maximum of 50 iterations between the
SP and the MP2 before checking the convergence with the
MILP. If the criterion is not reached, the big-M’s values are
increased. Indeed, at each iteration j the yjt variables are added
to the MP2. In our case, it represents approximately 1 000
new variables at each iteration. With 50 iterations, the MP2 is
a MILP with approximately 50 000 variables which begins to
be hard to solve within a reasonable amount of time.
